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NEW QUESTION: 1
What are two ways in which nests can be created? (Choose two)
A. Choose File Menu > New Nest
B. Using the nest tool on the tool panel
C. Dragging one sequence into another
D. Export the sequence and Reimport as nest.
E. Selecting clips, then choose Clip > Nest
Answer: C,E
Explanation:
Reference:http://www.premiumbeat.com/blog/nesting-in-adobe-premiere-pro/

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your network contains three networks named LAN1, LAN2, and LAN3. You have a Hyper-V host
named Hyper1 that has Windows Server 2012 installed. Hyper1 has three network adapters.
The network adapters are configured as shown in the following table. Hyper1 hosts 10 virtual
machines. A virtual machine named VM1 runs a line-of-business application that is used by all
of the users of LAN1. All of the other virtual machines are connected to LAN2.
You need to implement a solution to ensure that users can access VM1 if either NIC1 or NIC2
fails.
What should you do?
A. From the properties of each virtual network adapter, enable network adapter teaming, and
then modify the bandwidth management settings.
B. From the properties of each virtual network adapter, enable network adapter teaming, and

then enable virtual LAN identification.
C. From the properties of each physical network adapter, enable network adapter teaming, and
then create a virtual switch.
D. From the properties of each physical network adapter, enable network adapter teaming, and
then add a second legacy network adapter to VM1.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
You are developing a web application that uses web workers to process images extracted from
an HTML5 CANVAS object on a web page.
You need to pass messages between the web workers and the web page.
Which three types of objects should you use? (Each correct answer presents a complete
solution. Choose three.)
A. JSON
B. Parent
C. JavaScript
D. String
E. Window
F. DOM
Answer: A,C,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Example:
var myHelloWorker = new Worker('helloworkers.js');
You'll then start the worker (andthus a thread under Windows) by sending it a first message:
myHelloWorker.postMessage();
Indeed, the Web Workers and the main page are communicating via messages. Those messages
can be formed with normal strings or JSON objects.
(E) The Web Workers APImakes it possible to execute a JavaScript file asynchronously and
autonomously. A web worker is essentially a thread executing a JavaScript file.
(A, D) In the first implementations of web workers the browsers only allowed strings to be
exchanged as messages. However, recent implementations allow for exchange of values or
JSON objects.
References:
https://www.w3schools.com/HTML/html5_webworkers.asp

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your data contains 5,000 sales transactions across twelve regions.
Which node would reduce your data, showing the average sales amount for each region?
A. Filter node
B. Derive node
C. Aggregate node
D. Select node
Answer: B
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